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ABOUT
DECAST
DECAST is a leading Canadian infrastructure manufacturer, 100%
owned and operated in Ontario. Products include high pressure
water pipelines, bridges of all sizes, storm & sanitary systems,
engineered precast structures and tunnels for utilities, subways,
and rail transit.
DECAST’s 520,000 sq. ft. advanced manufacturing facility is located
10 minutes west of Barrie in Utopia, ON, employing over 500
highly skilled engineers, operators, machinists, and welders.
DECAST is a major contributor to local economic development,
with a comprehensive local supply chain. An estimated 3500+
indirect jobs are created through local suppliers.
DECAST is a proud local company that has continually grown its
infrastructure solutions business, expanding 12 times over the
past 30 years.
The company has been involved in a number of the largest infrastructure projects in Ontario, including: Kingston Third Crossing
Bridge, Ottawa LRT Lines (Confederation Line and Trillium Line),
Highway 401 West Corridor, Hurontario LRT, and Highway 427
Extension Project, to name a few.
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CERTIFICATIONS
AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE

DECAST produces a large variety of precast concrete elements for
multiple infrastructure and construction sectors. The following
organizations create programs, codes and standards that we use
and conform to regularly:
ACI - American Concrete Institute, ACPPA - American Concrete
Pressure Pipe Association, ASTM - American Society for Testing and
Materials, AWWA - American Water Works Association, CCPPA –
Canadian Concrete Pipe & Precast Association, CPCQA – Canadian
Precast Concrete Quality Assurance, CHBDC – Canadian Highway
Bridge Design Code, COR – Certiﬁcate of Recognition, CPCI - Canadian
Precast Concrete Institute, CSA - Canadian Standards Association,
CWB - Canadian Welding Bureau, MECP – Ministry of the Environment Conservation & Parks, MTO – Ontario Ministry of Transportation,
OHSA – Occupational Health and Safety Act, OPS - Ontario Provincial
Standards, and PCI - Precast Concrete Institute - MNL Standards.

CPCQA CERTICATION PROGRAM
DECAST is a CPCQA certiﬁed plant. The purpose of the Canadian Precast
Concrete Quality Assurance (CPCQA) Certiﬁcation is to protect and serve
the public from a safety perspective, by certifying precast concrete manufacturers who demonstrate the ability to meet national standards and
other best practices.

TRCA ENDORSEMENT
The Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) has repeatedly
endorsed underground stormwater management tanks as “an effective
alternative to above ground stormwater ponds,” including in a letter
addressed directly to DECAST (dated October 18, 2021). The TRCA acknowledges that in addition to the beneﬁt of more compact land use planning
and greater conservation of natural lands underground tanks provide
“similar water quality performance to that of “Enhanced Level” stormwater
ponds, but with much cooler efﬂuent temperatures,” and allow for effective
ﬂooding mitigation and water quality/quantity control.
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I-STORM
STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
BENEFITS
• Maximize land use with massive underground storage
• 100-year life cycle (MINIMUM)

ENGINEERED TO
CAPTURE, STORE,
RELEASE, TREAT
AND UTILIZE
STORMWATER
FLEXIBLE DESIGN,
COST-EFFECTIVE,
AND OPTIMIZES
LAND USE

• Modular precast units enable a quick and efﬁcient installation
process and allow for various system conﬁgurations
• Easy, accessible, cost-effective maintenance and inspections
• Large accessible openings in the top can be constructed to
allow for easy maintenance and inspection when required
• Access openings can be constructed large enough to allow
a skid steer to be lowered inside to efﬁciently clean the
entire system
• Structures designed and constructed to support parks, football
ﬁelds, soccer pitches, domes and parking lots. Designed
to the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code, S6:19
• Recharge groundwater and reduce stormwater runoff.
Enhance water quality by providing a large surface area for
water to ﬁlter through the native soil in any footprint
• Removing the traditional open stormwater management pond
• Prevents drowning deaths
• Decreases the spread of mosquito-borne illnesses
• Minimizes bird strike occurrences when near an airport
• Provides cool water discharge, protecting downsteam habitats

STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT POND
WARNING
WATER LEVEL SUBJECT TO RAPID CHANGE
DURING CERTAIN CONDITIONS

DO NOT ENTER POND

FOR YOUR SAFETY
USE IS PROHIBITED
AT ALL TIMES
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INSPECTION &
MAINTENANCE
Stormwater management (SWM) systems are designed to protect downstream infrastructure from
ﬂooding by temporarily storing runoff and improve water quality by trapping sediment. Regulations
require all SWM systems to be inspected on a regular basis and maintained as necessary to ensure performance and protect downstream receiving waters. Monitoring and maintenance responsibilities are an
important component of an effective SWM system.
Based on the inspections, maintenance needs can be determined. Requirements may range from minor
activities such as removing trash, debris or pipe blockages to more substantial activities such as
vacuuming and removal of sediment or non-draining water. The long-term operation and maintenance
of a SWM system is as critical to its performance as its design and construction.
Completing proper operation and maintenance ensures that the system will continue to remove
pollutants effectively over the long-term, decreases the risk of re-suspending sediment; and therefore,
improves water quality. Personnel must be properly trained and equipped before entering any
underground or conﬁned space structure. Training includes familiarity with and adherence to any
and all local, provincial and federal regulations governing conﬁned space access and the operation,
inspection, and maintenance of underground structures.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE FREQUENCIES

SWM systems shall be inspected in accordance with provincial and federal guidelines. During the ﬁrst
two years of operation, inspections of the entire SWM system should be made after every signiﬁcant
storm event (precipitation of ≥25mm) to ensure proper functioning. TRCA recommends that a SWM
system should be inspected a minimum of four times per year and maintained as required; inlet and
outlet openings and structures should be inspected for blockages and damage.
The maintenance frequency is site speciﬁc and is driven by the amount of runoff and pollutant loading
encountered by a given system. Local jurisdictions may also dictate inspection and maintenance
frequencies.

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) are expected to accumulate at a speciﬁed rate in accordance with site
conditions and geohydrological assessments. While the rate of accumulation will be site-speciﬁc,
typical TSS removal frequency is roughly every 50 years for a system outﬁtted with pretreatment devices.
In addition to the municipality’s speciﬁed routine inspection program, it is recommended that the
I-STORM SWM system be thoroughly inspected for signs of wear or damage, such as concrete spalls,
cracks, or scaling, every 10 years.
1

Source: Inspection and Maintenance Guide for SWM Ponds and Constructed Wetlands, Toronto and

Region Conservation Authority, 2018. Section 4.3. Inspection and Preventive Maintenance
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES
The design provides strategically placed access points to facilitate efﬁcient and effective inspections
and debris removal when required. Only authorized and trained personnel shall inspect and enter the
system. Personnel must be properly trained and equipped before entering any underground or
conﬁned space structure. To complete an inspection, safety measures including trafﬁc control must be
deployed before the access covers are removed.

THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES SHALL BE
COMPLETED DURING AN INSPECTION

• Obtain a copy of As-Built drawings of the facility to identify
the locations and design of components being inspected

• Determine if inlets and outlets are clear of debris, trash or
blockages

• Visually inspect water surface to conﬁrm there is no oil sheen
or the presence of visible contaminants and odours

• Observe internal components (bafﬂes, ﬂow control oriﬁces,
steps, ladders, pre-treatment devices, etc.) to determine
whether they are damaged, missing or obstructed

• Measure sediment depths within the I-STORM SWM system
• Check inlet and outlet pipe connections for cracks, leaks or
movement

• Inspect interior condition of modules for concrete cracking
or deterioration

• Remove any ﬂoating debris/trash with a net, if possible
• For retention facilities, conﬁrm that permanent water level is
correct

• Record the date of inspection, date of previous inspection,
and track any changes to site conditions

• Refer to the inspection checklist available at the end of this
manual
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MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
Corrective maintenance must be scheduled if any of the following conditions are identiﬁed during an inspection:

• Inlets or outlets are blocked or obstructed
• Internal components are broken, missing or obstructed
• Sediment depth of 150mm or greater is present on the ﬂoor of
the system

• Signiﬁcant amount of ﬂoating debris/trash is present and cannot
be retrieved with a net

• System is not draining properly and does not meet permit
requirements

• Any hazardous material is observed or reported
• Emergency Spill Conditions - excessive accumulation of hydro-

carbons (oil, gasoline, diesel fuel, transmission oil or antifreeze)
usually resulting from an accidental discharge. Excessive
accumulation is described as any amount larger than a thin sheen
visible on the water surface. The incident must be reported to the
appropriate authorities and shall be mitigated by authorized and
trained personnel.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
Maintenance should be conducted during dry weather when no or minimal ﬂow is entering the system. If personnel
are required to enter the I-STORM SWM system to complete maintenance, conﬁned space training and certiﬁcation
is mandatory. After safety measures are in place (i.e. trafﬁc control and pedestrian signage) access covers may be
removed and the following maintenance activities can occur:

• Use mini track loader (skid steer) to push accumulated sediment toward strategically placed mainte-

nance hole locations for ease of removal (equipment will be lowered into the tank through the provided
access hatch(es))
Remove the accumulated sediment at the bottom of the system with a vacuum truck

•
• Remove debris, trash or any blockages using a net (if possible) or vacuum truck
• Flushing/jetting may be necessary to fully eliminate the sediment from the system
• All material removed from the system during maintenance must be disposed of in accordance with local regulations
• If inlet and outlet connections have cracking or leaks, or if internal components are damaged, missing or
obstructed contact DECAST for an appropriate repair procedure

• Be sure to securely replace all access covers following inspection and/or maintenance
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I-STORM (SWM) TANK
FACILITY #:

DATE:

TIME:

SUBDIVISION NAME:

WEATHER:

WATERSHED:

DATE OF LAST
RAINFALL

INSPECTOR(S):

STREETS:

AMOUNT (MM)

MAP BOOK LOCATION:

AS-BUILT PLAN AVAILABLE:

INSPECTION
CHECKLIST

GPS COORDINATES:

YES

TANK VOLUME PER AS-BUILT

NO

M3

SCORING BREAKDOWN:
2 = ATTENTION REQUIRED (ROUTINE REPAIRS REQUIRED
MAY FAIL DURING EXTREME EVENT)
3 = IMMEDIATE ATTENTION REQUIRED (COMPONENT IS
MISSING, NON FUNCTIONAL, OR A SAFETY HAZARD)

N/A = NOT APPLICABLE
N/I = NOT INVESTIGATED
0 = EXCELLENT CONDITION (NO DETERIORATION)
1 = SATISFACTORY CONDITION (MONITOR FOR
FUTURE REPAIRS, FUNCTIONALITY CURRENTLY
UNAFFECTED)
MONITOR / ASSESS CONFINED SPACE PRIOR TO ENTRY

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

ACCESS OPENINGS SECURE FROM UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

INLET OPENINGS CLEAR OF DEBRIS / OBSTRUCTIONS

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

OUTLET OPENINGS CLEAR OF DEBRIS / OBSTRUCTIONS

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

DEPTH OF SILT AT INLET [

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

DEPTH OF SILT AT OUTLET [

mm]
mm]

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

INFILTRATION LOCATIONS CLEAR OF DEBRIS / OBSTRUCTIONS / SILT

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

WATER INSIDE TANK CONTAINS NO VISIBLE POLLUTION OF RESIDUE

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

CONCRETE SECTIONS AT INLET SHOW NO SCALING OR SPALLING

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

CONCRETE SECTIONS AT OUTLET SHOW NO SCALING OR SPALLING

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

CONCRETE SECTIONS THROUGHOUT TANK SHOW NO SCALING OR SPALLING

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

CONCRETE SECTIONS AT INLET HAVE NO VISIBLE CRACKS (>0.3mm)

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

CONCRETE SECTIONS AT OUTLET HAVE NO VISIBLE CRACKS (>0.3mm)

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

CONCRETE SECTIONS THROUGHOUT TANK HAVE NO VISIBLE CRACKS (>0.3mm)

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

JOINTS BETWEEN CONCRETE SECTIONS SHOW NO SIGNS OF INFILTRATION
(UNLESS REQUIRED BY DESIGN - CHECK AS-BUILT)

N/A

N/I

0

1

2

3

AVERAGE DEPTH OF SILT THROUGHOUT TANK [

INSPECTOR’S SUMMARY:

mm]

MANUFACTURED
100% INDOORS
UNDER CONTROLLED
CONDITIONS

DECAST
GUARANTEE
While the transfer of ownership of a SWM facility (whereby the local municipality assumes full responsibility
of operations and maintenance from the developer) typically occurs within several years of the facility’s
construction, DECAST will stand by the I-STORM product throughout its life cycle. Inspectors should contact
DECAST ﬁeld services if they require any assistance during inspections or maintenance at (888) 835-7940.
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CONTACT

!

Rob Micieli

416.605.7374

Vice President, Sales

Frank Mazza, C.E.T.

%

416.520.2779

engineering@decastltd.com

905.302.1062

INFO & INQUIRIES

Sales

Martin Fischer

info@decastltd.com

705.796.8868

Sales

Jorge Silveira, A.Sc.T.

416.453.6837

0

Sales

Mark Eaton

519.717.1313

Sales

Nicholas Halcovitch

437.328.2489

Sales

Mauro DeFranco, P.Eng.

sales@decastltd.com

ENGINEERING

Sales

John Pozzobon, C.E.T.

SALES

647.500.3789
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DECAST Ltd.
8807 County Road 56
Utopia, ON L0M 1T0
1.800.461.5632
705.734.2892
WEB
www.decastltd.com

Technical Sales Engineer

Anthony Abbruscato, P.Eng. 705.715.1269
Technical Sales Engineer

Katya Seravalle, PMP

705.229.7035

Manager, New Products

Jenny Ogden
Manager, Shipping

705.734.2892
ext 2240

decastltd.com
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